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“There is a creature alive today...who has survived millions of years of evolution.
Without change…without passion…and without logic.
It lives to kill. A mindless eating machine.
It will attack and devour…anything.
It is as if, God created the devil…and gave him…

…JAWS.”

Percy Rodriguez - JAWS Trailer, 1975
JAWS is my second favorite movie of all time and, beyond
any doubt whatsoever, one of the greatest feature films ever
made, bar none. It is a genuine masterpiece
of moviemaking that launched a young
Steven Spielberg, a very talented, yet unknown director at the time, into supernova
stardom and ultimately, cinematic immortality. The movie is considered the prototypical summer blockbuster. In fact, JAWS is
the film that literally coined the term “summer blockbuster,” since it was the very first
time in the history of Hollywood that any
movie burst the $100 million mark at the
box office. A landmark moment of moviemaking for sure, JAWS set the benchmark
for how box office success would be measured henceforth by becoming the highest grossing movie for all time. A position it would hold for
two years until the release of the original STAR WARS
(my favorite film), in May of 1977. Not only were JAWS and
STAR WARS unprecedented success, but both firmly established what the wonderful art of making movies was all about
– magical productions that gifted the audience with an undying sense of wonder and awe. Yes, director Steven Spielberg
made JAWS, but JAWS in turn, made Steven Spielberg.

bolt of lightning. Since I was only eight years old at the time, I
knew I could not read the novel, BUT I could convince my mom
to take me to see the movie. I loved comic books and movies and I HAD to see this
one. Thus, after a few months of begging
and harassment, and talking with everyone
I could find who had already seen the film
to glean every possible detail, she finally relented to my relentless onslaught and took
me one afternoon in early August to see
JAWS…and I have never been quite the
same. While the audience was screaming
and jumping out of their seats, I was sitting
quietly with a wide and beaming, ear-to-ear
grin. For it was first and foremost JAWS, and
secondly, STAR WARS that filled me with
pure joy and genuine wonder, of which I
had never experienced before, nor since. Both were just SO
MUCH FUN! And, is that not what moviegoing is all about?
Or, what it should be about? Is that not what we search for,
yea, even yearn for each and every time we enter a theatre?
For this young boy of 9 to 11 years, that short, yet pivotal
two summer period between 1975 and 1977 represents the
absolute apex of cinematic achievement and the pinnacle of
my personal moviegoing experience.

Whenever I think of JAWS, I inevitability reminisce about my
late, beloved mother. In the early summer of 1975, she was in
the process of reading the bestselling paperback novel version
of JAWS, which was adorned with the spectacular cover art
by Roger Kastel. Just one look at that splendid cover painting and I was completely hooked, my mind reeling and completely engrossed by what thrilling tale lay inside. I had simply
never seen any image quite like it, with its raw primal power
striking my young and impressionable mind like a white hot

This second issue of Mythos celebrates two of the people who
were key players in the making and, ultimate super success
of JAWS; artist Roger Kastel and actress Susan Backlinie.
The feature article herein, JAWS the Art of the Attack includes
indepth interviews with them. This is their story. Their memories, recollections and the fascinating history of how both
became part of one of the greatest and most influential movies
to ever illuminate the silver screen. Two talented artists who
were instrumental in making movie history.
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JAWS was written by author Peter Benchley (1940-2006),
originally published by Doubleday as a hardcover edition (HC)
in February of 1974. The novel was an instant success, staying on the bestseller list for 44 weeks, soon selling a total of
125,000 copies. Interestingly enough, the book did not actually have a title until 20 minutes before it went to press. JAWS
was chosen because, as Benchley stated, “…it’s short; it fits
on the jacket, and it may work.” For the cover of this first edition, Doubleday’s design director, Alex Gottfried turned to artist
Paul Bacon. Bacon drew a large shark head rising up from
the bottom and Gottfried suggested that he add a swimmer
above it, “to have a sense of disaster and a sense of scale.”
The subsequent cover art for the HC featured the classic layout design, yet a more stylistic and simplistic rendering to the
opening scene, set against a jet-black background.2
And then came the time for the paperback version of the novel
to be produced. The legendary publisher of Bantam Books, Oscar Dystel (who lived to the age of 101) bought the paperback
rights to JAWS for the whopping sum of $575,000.3 As stated
in the New York Times, “Mr. Dystel’s idea of the perfect book
was one that combined a riveting story, a compelling cover and
a hit movie.” 4 Bantam would hit the bullseye on all three in
spades! But, Dystel was not impressed with the minimalist art
for the HC edition, so he turned to his ace artist, Roger Kastel
to create a much more inspired and impactful piece.

Peter Bradford Benchley (1940-2006).
Author of JAWS (1973) and co-writer of the subsequent
screenplay, produced by Universal Pictures in 1975.
“The great fish moved silently through the night water, propelled by short sweeps of its crescent tail…A hundred yards
offshore, the fish sensed a change in the sea’s rhythm. It did
not see the woman, nor yet did it smell her…The fish turned
toward shore…The vibrations were stronger now, and the fish
recognized prey…The fish smelled her now, and the vibrations
– erratic and sharp – signaled distress. The fish began to circle close to the surface. Its dorsal fin broke water, and its tail,
thrashing back and forth, cut the glassy surface with a hiss.
A series of tremors shook its body. For the first time, the
woman felt fear, though she did not know why. Adrenaline shot
through her trunk and limbs, generating a tingling heat and urging her to swim faster. She guessed that she was fifty yards
from shore. The fish was about forty feet away from the woman, off to the side, when it turned suddenly to the left, dropped
entirely below the surface, and, with two quick thrusts of its tail,
was upon her.” 1
Benchley’s vividly graphic description of Chrissie Watkins’ fateful encounter with an unseen assailant from the murky depths
of the Atlantic Ocean struck to the very core of one of our most
primal fears - that of being eaten alive, with the full force of the
three-ton star of this thriller. And thus, a brand new cultural
phenomenon was born, as JAWS ambushed an unsuspecting
public, bit down with ferocious fervor and has refused to let go.

JAWS first edition HC (Doubleday, 1974).
Cover art by Paul Bacon.
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in Len Leone’s (Bantam’s art director) office one Friday when
Oscar came in and said that he had a copy of JAWS that he
wanted me to read and come up with a fresh idea for the new
cover.” In the excellent article, Real Hollywood Thriller: Who
Stole JAWS by Ben Marks, Kastel said, “[Oscar] wanted me to
read the book to pick out a new part to illustrate. But, of course,
the best part was the beginning, where Chrissie goes into the
water nude.” 5 The artist further explained, “I did a very rough
concept sketch for Oscar and Len’s approval. Len just told me,
‘we want something more realistic and much stronger. Make
the shark BIGGER! And, remember to leave room at the top
for type.’ Otherwise, they gave me complete creative autonomy. But, before I could begin I needed to do some research.
I went to the Museum of Natural History and asked, ‘Do you
have a shark exhibit?’ The person told me that they did have
one, but it was closed for cleaning.” Not one to be deterred,
Kastel expounded, “It was lunchtime, so I went upstairs anyway, and there were all these different stuffed sharks, just
laying on boards. I had my camera with me so I took a few
pictures. The shark in my painting developed from there.” 6 He
further shared, “Now, I needed a model of a woman swimming.
One day I was at the Bob Osonitch Studio, that did photography for artists, working with a very attractive model on a Christmas shoot for Good Housekeeping Magazine. I asked her if
she might be agreeable to stay a bit longer to pose nude for
the swimmer character I needed for my JAWS cover. She was,
and laid down naked in the swimming position on a stool for me
to photograph her.”

Roger Kastel - Born June 11, 1931.
The artist who painted JAWS - one of the most
famous images in the history of Americana.
Kastel was a talented, classically trained artist who had served
in the Navy during the Korean War as a lithographer and a
photographer. The artist shared some of his background,
“After the war, I wanted to get back into Frank J. Reilly’s classes at the Art Students League of New York on West 57th Street
in New York City, which I had attended for a little over a year
before I went into the Navy. However, classes were jammed
packed with students and I could not get in at first. He taught
on Tuesdays and Thursdays, three hours in the morning and
three hours in the afternoon. Reilly taught us from the ground
up – how to draw and how to paint, from ‘basic boot camp’ all
the way up to ‘special forces’ training, and everything in between. I still have my notes from these classes and would still
be attending them to this day, had not Reilly died. Some of the
more well known names that were my classmates are James
Bama, Clark Hulings and Bob Schultz.”
Kastel expounded, “When I graduated, I began painting western covers and doing drawings that my agent would solicit to
the publishing companies for their various men’s magazines. I
did a good deal of art for Good Housekeeping (Hearst Corporation) and Argosy (Frank A. Munsey Company), and eventually
ended up working exclusively for Bantam Books. I was sitting
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Straightforward in design (based upon the original Doubleday HC edition), yet absolutely flawless in its execution, the
cover painting that Kastel created for Bantam is a bonafide
masterpiece. The scene depicts a beautiful nude woman,
swimming across the surface of the aqua-blue ocean waters
and glancing down at her impending doom as a gargantuan
Great White Shark (looks like a 50-footer) methodically ascends from the icy depths, its massive maw full of sword-like
teeth, hungry to devour its prey - every swimmers’ nightmare
incarnate! Infused with raw primal power, this painting perfectly
surmised the menacing mood and grim direction of the novel
like none other in one magnificent momentous moment. One
simply could not lay their eyes upon such an inspired piece of
artwork and not be compelled to read the story inside. Kastel
expounded, “The painting was approximately 20” x 30” in size,
done in oil on illustration board – masonite with gesso. It took
me between seven to ten days to complete. I did it sometime
in the summer of 1974 and was paid $750.” The artist was
asked, “Roger, the cover image for the JAWS paperback appears to be a daytime scene with a white sky background and
bright water in contrast to the actual scene in the novel, which
took place at night. Why?” Kastel responded, “I just felt that the

painting should stand alone from the story itself. The shark and
girl needed to be the center of interest – you can see exactly
what’s happening. The brighter image also works better with
the type. I had to be conscious about leaving enough room at
the top for the lettering. A darker, nighttime scene would not
have worked as well. I was not trying to be as literal as the novel.” The artist was likewise asked about why he rendered the
shark’s teeth a look like steak knives, to which he answered,
“I wanted to paint something ferocious – the most ferocious
look I could find. Again, I was not worried about doing a literal
rendition of Great White Shark teeth.”
The first printing of the Bantam Books paperback edition of
JAWS was published in January of 1975. The response was
instantaneous, with the book initially selling a staggering

Director Steven Spielberg hams it up with his
temperamental super-star, “Bruce” on location at
Martha’s Vineyard in 1974. JAWS soon became
the very first film in motion picture history to
break the $100 million mark at the box office.

JAWS first edition paperback
(Bantam Books – January, 1975).
Cover art by Roger Kastel.

3.5 million copies and soon exploding like a supernova by selling another six million copies when the motion picture debuted
in June of that year. All in all, Bantam published 18 printings7
of the novel with worldwide sales now estimated at around 20
million copies.8 But, the book was just the beginning of the
mammoth promotion featuring Kastel’s unforgettable cover art.
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Before the novel had even been published, two astute film
producers at Universal Pictures, Richard D. Zanuck and David
Brown, had read the manuscript, loved it and decided to purchase the film rights for $150,000, plus an extra $25,000 for
Benchley to write the screenplay.9 The film would be directed
by a young, 27-year-old up-and-coming Steven Spielberg and
starred Roy Scheider as Police Chief Martin Brody, Richard
Dreyfuss in the role of ichthyologist Matt Hooper and Robert
Shaw as the grizzled shark-hunter Quint.10 Benchley wrote the
first three drafts of the screenplay. It was then revised by playwright Howard Sackler and writer/ actor Carl Gottlieb,11 who,
under the direct guidance of Spielberg himself, scripted major
revisions while principle photography was underway at Martha’s Vineyard, Massachusetts from May 2 to September 18,
1974.12 The set was bombarded with a boatload of problems
from the very start, not the least of which was that the mechanical shark (that the crew had nicknamed “Bruce,” after Spielberg’s lawyer Bruce Ramer) kept malfunctioning due to the salt
water corroding the shark’s mechanical insides. Exasperated,
Spielberg referred to the shark as, “The Great White Turd.” The
consequences of these mass myriad of setbacks ballooned the
original budget of $3.5 million (55 day shooting schedule) to
over $11 million (more than 150 days of shooting schedule).13
Nevertheless, Spielberg and his wayworn crew persevered

This strategy proved very wise on Dystel’s part, paying massive
dividends with Bantam selling an additional six million copies
of JAWS after the film’s debut. However, the savvy Dystal naively overlooked one absolutely crucial area of the promotion
juggernaut – merchandising – an unknown, unexplored and
untapped field at the time. Universal accepted Dystel’s generosity and exploited it to the utmost by showcasing Kastel’s
artwork on a seemingly endless barrage of movie tie-in paraphernalia. Besides the paperback cover and the movie poster,
Kastel’s iconic JAWS art adorned T-shirts, socks, beach towels, toys (one of the most popular being The Game of JAWS
by Ideal Toy Corporation), model kits, movie pressbooks, lobby
card sets, lunch boxes, the album cover for the unforgettable
official soundtrack by composer John Williams, a 500-piece
movie poster puzzle (Milton Bradley) as well as Slurpee cups.
Several books about the making of the film were written, the
most revered and famous being, The JAWS LOG (Dell Publishing, 1975) by screenwriter/ actor Carl Gottlieb, who likewise
An excellent exposé into the making of a movie
masterpiece. The JAWS Log - Expanded Edition
by Carl Gottlieb. (Newmarket Press, 2005).

California based professional soccer team, who played
in the North American Soccer League (NASL), chose the
Great White Shark as their logo-icon, calling themselves the
San Diego JAWS. A brand new comedy show called Saturday
Night Live (SNL), even got in on the act by creating the cute
and wacky spoof skit, “Land Shark” (1975) with Chevy Chase
as the menacing culprit. “Candy Gram,” anyone?
JAWSMANIA seemed to be everywhere, and yet, neither Bantam Books nor Roger Kastel saw a single dime of this astronomical action. When it came to the newfound field of mass
merchandising that JAWS was enjoying and fully engaged
within, Kastel confessed, “I had never even heard of such a
thing at the time. And, I never received any merchandising royalties for the use of my image.” Nonetheless, not everyone was
enamored with the artwork. Due to the nudity of swimmer, the
novel was actually banned in Boston, MA and St. Petersburg,
FL. Kastel confessed, “I thought I would never get another job
in the industry. But, Bantam loved the controversial publicity,
which actually boost the sales of the book quite a bit.”

Official jersey patch of the San Diego JAWS,
professional soccer team (NASL, 1976).
portrayed the role of Meadows in the movie. This book is a
wonderful eye-witness recollection of the principle photography
events on Martha’s Vineyard – the ups and downs, joys, challenges, frustrations and ultimate euphoric relief upon the location’s final wrap - complete with rare photos, clever quotes and
amusing anecdotes, presented with sublime seasoned commentary.15 The overall influence of the movie upon our society
is simply immeasurable. For instance, in 1976 a San Diego,

Double page spread ad that ran in TV Guide the week
prior to the film’s opening day on June 20, 1975.

Ready or not, here comes the SUPER SHARK!
TIME (June, 1975). Cover art by Bob Peak.
against all odds and JAWS would soon prove to be an unimaginable and unprecedented sensation, bursting the $100 million
mark at the box office for the first time in Hollywood history,
well on its way to become the most successful motion picture
of all time - a vaunted ranking that it would not relinquish until
the release of the original STAR WARS (20th Century Fox) in
1977. Simply put, JAWS was the motion picture that coined the
phrase, “SUMMER BLOCKBUSTER!” A feature story about the
making of the movie entitled, “Summer of the Shark” made the
cover of TIME magazine, with a powerfully dramatic painted
cover by cinematic art legend Bob Peak, known as the “Father
of the Modern Hollywood Movie Poster.” 14
In the midst of this media whirlwind, yet just before the movie
was actually released in theatres on June 20 of 1975, a “fullcourt press” promotional blitz was already in full swing at Bantam and Universal. Kastel recollected, “Len told me that Universal wanted to use my painting as the image for the movie
poster.” At this point, Oscar Dystel decided to give the rights to
the artwork away for free to Universal, obviously banking on
the potential of immense increased paperback sales in tandem
with the release of the motion picture, alongside the one-sheet
movie poster and other promotions associated with the film.
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each night on the prime-time networks from June 18th to June
20th, 1975 – the opening day of JAWS. Universal and Bantam
collaborated to come up with the classic JAWS logo, agreeing
to feature it both on the paperback as well as on all the subsequent advertisements. The key focus for this joint venture
would be on Kastel’s breathtaking art and John Williams menacing theme.16 Kastel revealed, “At one point, the painting was
sent out to Universal in Hollywood to help promote the film. The
piece was entered in an Art Directors Show competition and
won the gold medal for Best Art Direction for a movie poster.
The original painting vanished from that point onward.” HUH?
Come again? Vanished? You mean, stolen? Kastel answered,
“You have to understand that back in the 1960’s and 70’s - a
very exciting time in my field - a lot of paintings were taken
from the Bantam offices. It was not uncommon to not have my
originals returned to me. At the time, it was just another cover
painting to me. No big deal, really. Oscar really felt bad about
what happened though. He was still looking for the painting,
trying to get it returned to me when he died.” So, this turned out
to be a double whammy for Kastel since, not only was he not
being paid any royalties for the enormous amount of merchandising items that his art was featured on, but now his original
was missing. And, 40 years later, it has still not surfaced.

Then came an odd request from Universal, who decided to
take out a full color two-page spread, “Coming Attraction” advertisement in TV Guide, scheduled to appear the week just
prior to the release of the movie. The main hurdle was that the
design of Kastel’s original painting was a vertical composition,
while the ad called for a horizontal layout. Kastel explained,
“Len said that Universal wanted me to add more water on each
side of the image - to extend it out for the ad format. I just sat
there a bit dumbfounded and said, ‘You gotta be kidding me?
This is a joke, right?’ Understand, this was a long time before
computers and Photoshop and all these wonderful tools that
make changes and adjustments much easier now. What they
were asking me to do I thought was ridiculous. I declined. So, I
took the painting down to a photo lab in New York for them, and
the lab used some sort of very complex technique to extend
the water out on the right side of the art image - they basically
took an area of the water and kept replicating it. I’m not exactly
sure how they accomplished this, but I know it was an extremely difficult and very expensive process.” This two-page spread
ad appears in TV Guide Vol. 23 #24 (June 14, 1975), on the
inside front cover and first page (see image on previous page).
Soon, events took a turn toward the truly heartbreaking. Kastel
shared, “As part of the book promotion tour, my painting was
being showcased in the Society of Illustrators Show that was
being held at the Museum of the City of New York. From there
it toured all over the country. I would often see mock-up JAWS
movie posters hanging in lobbies.” The Seiniger Advertising
agency was entrusted to design the classic movie poster. This
took them six full months to complete the job. Kastel interjected, “the ad agency that worked on the movie poster made it
sound as if [Paul] Bacon (the first edition HC cover artist) actually painted my piece (sigh).” During this pivotal promotional
period, Universal spent a staggering $1.8 million in marketing,
spearheaded by an unprecedented $700,000 on national TV
spots. This included about two dozen 30-second trailers airing

Genuine praise for Kastel’s JAWS art is widespread and deeply impassioned. Tom Whalen, who has made a multitude of
second generation or tribute movie posters said, “I think Kastel’s poster, like much of the best poster art of its era, tells the
movie’s story instantly, while making you want to learn more.
The cool blue water situated opposite the blood red title just
seals the deal.”17 Wendell Minor, who was very first artist hired
by Doubleday (before Paul Bacon) to illustrate the cover for
the first edition (HC) – a shot in which Amity is viewed through
the open jaws of the shark - which was ultimately rejected,
said, “Paul’s jacket isn’t bad, and it still holds up in a certain
way, but it can’t hold a candle to Roger’s dramatic realism for
the paperback and the movie poster. Whether Roger likes it or
not, that’s one of the great icons of American pop culture.” 18
As to the whereabouts of the original painting, Minor is adamant, “It was stolen. It’s hanging in Hollywood somewhere.
That’s happened to me in the past, too, where a piece of artwork will disappear and then it’ll show up on eBay or something.
That artwork would be quite valuable today.” 19 And what does
Kastel think about all this? “Either someone has it or it’s lost in
storage at Universal. They really should report it as stolen,” he
answered, and added, “When I’m at a convention and signing
prints, people tell me stories about how they were afraid to
go in the water when the book and movie came out, but that
they really like the image. They might’ve been frightened at the
time, but they aren’t now. They love the shark. Hopefully, it will
come back to me one day.” 20
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asking for various changes until I came up with what he was
envisioning. I had never worked in the science fiction genre
before, but this was a great opportunity for me and I was really
excited about the project from the very start. There were many
revisions along the way. I would complete the painting and an
account executive would pick it up and fly it out to George in
Hollywood or Europe – (two round trip tickets) one seat for the
executive and one for the painting. George would make his
notes and the executive would fly back to New York with the
painting. I would use gesso to white out the areas that George
wanted revised. There was only one painting - one painting
with multiple revisions. I was floored when they called and told
me that George decided to use my piece as the main movie
poster image.” That movie, of course, would be STAR WARS
The Empire Strikes Back (Lucas Films, 1980).
Next page: Kastel’s iconic artwork for STAR WARS
The Empire Strikes Back movie poster.
Below: Howard Terpning’s immortal portrayal
of Clark Gable and Vivien Leigh for the epic,
Gone With the Wind movie poster. Kastel would
use this famous design as his inspiration for
Han Solo and Princess Leia on his Empire piece.

Luke Skywalker rides his Tauntaun on the ice planet
Hoth, while his father, Darth Vader - Dark Lord of the
Sith looms above him. Kastel artist study (2008).
Not that this deterred Kastel. His JAWS artwork had caught
the eye of a successful young writer/ director named George
Lucas, who was already knee-deep in principle photography
on the highly anticipated sequel to his mega-hit, STAR WARS.
The artist recollected, “Lucas Films called me one Sunday afternoon and said that they were considering me for the next
STAR WARS movie poster and asked, ‘Would I be interested?’
I answered, ‘Sure!’ George had seen and was impressed with
my JAWS piece and other paperback covers that I had done.
They set up shop in an ad agency in Manhattan just for the movie. Six artists were invited and we were handed various movie
stills. The one I liked the most was Luke on the Tauntaun. I was
told that George wanted a romantic feel between Han Solo and
Princess Leia. He really liked the Gone With the Wind (MGM,
R-1968) movie poster.” This poster features the classic image
by artist Howard Terpning of Clark Gable holding Vivien Leigh
in his arms as Atlanta burns to the ground – a famously iconic image that Kastel would model his design after. The artist
continued, “There were a lot of changes along the way while
the movie was being shot. Lucas was giving suggestions and
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His other works of note would include the cover art for the novel Hollywood Wives (Harper Collins, 1983), written by Jackie
Collins, along with the cover painting for Nobel Prize winner
and author John Steinbeck’s epic work, East of Eden (Bantam
Books, R-1976). Kastel also created two wonderful Doc Savage paintings for Bantam as well. One adorned the cover of a
paperback novel and the other was used for the movie poster art for the film, Doc Savage; The Man of Bronze (Warner
Brothers, 1975). Kastel shared, “I used actor Steve Holland as
the model for the body of Doc. Holland was the actor who portrayed Flash Gordon in the TV series (Inter-Continental Film
Productions, 1954-1955). 21 The face of Doc was modeled after actor Ron Ely,” since Ely starred in the title role in the movie.
Kastel’s remarkable career has spanned over six decades –
an undeniable and timeless testament to his superb skill, vivid
vision and versatility as an artist. He describes his own style as
“realism.” His images are very powerful and moving, leaving
a lasting and indelible imprint upon the minds of those who
have laid their eyes upon his art. JAWS would be considered
his most famous work. Dramatic, bold and entirely engrossing,

this piece evokes a mass myriad of strong emotions – intense
passion, terrifying fear, extreme excitement and, above all, a
sense of wonder. It is ICONIC, representing one of those ultra-rare pieces of fine art that transcends the genre to become
a genuine example of true Americana. Kastel recalled, “Some
years back, I was painting in my studio when my grandson
Luke walked in and asked me, ‘Grandpa, did you ever paint a
Mona Lisa?’ I answered, ‘No.’ He said to me, ‘Well, JAWS will
just have to be your Mona Lisa.’” Indeed! An American Mona
Lisa. A masterpiece.
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there in the interview. In an excellent article written by Richard
Rothrock entitled, “Susan Backlinie: Shark Bait,” Backlinie expounded, “It was the most proper interview for a position like
that.” 23 But, Gilmore stressed to her, “You’d better take your
clothes off and not chicken out when you get to the set.” 24
That fear would prove unfounded.

She was only on screen for a mere three minutes. But, in
that short time frame, Susan Backlinie ran from a warm inviting bonfire and over the soft windswept dunes of a secluded beach to dive headlong into the icy sea, swimming toward
her doom that lurked in the dark depths beyond and into the
collective consciousness of cinematic immortality. Backlinie
portrayed the beautiful beach bunny Chrissie Watkins, whose
character was as intriguing as she was enigmatic. Chrissie always seemed to be running away from something. In fact, no
background information about her would be forthcoming in the
film whatsoever. All we could decipher was that she was lovely
with intelligent inviting eyes and an infectious smile, free spirited and adventurous as she led her newfound love interest,
Tom Cassidy (played by Jonathan Filley) toward the tranquil
shoreline to skinny dip in the beaming moonlit waters off Amity
Island. Inebriated, Cassidy could only manage to clumsily fumble with his clothing before he passed out on the beach, abandoning Chrissie to the fate of the sea. Even in the novel, author

Peter Benchley only revealed a few lines about her background
when Larry Vaughn tells Brody, “Miss Watkins was a nobody.
She was a drifter. No family, no close friends. She said she had
hitchhiked from Idaho. So she won’t be missed.” 22 And, even
though we knew full well what would happen to Chrissie in the
movie, the sudden unrelenting savageness of the shark attack
was no less shocking nor terrifying as she was eaten alive before our horrified eyes. And, Steven Spielberg smiled with glee.
Backlinie shared some of her background, “I swam competitively in high school and later professionally. It never really paid
much, but I always loved being in the water. I was a mermaid
in the Weeki Wachee Water Show (in Florida). We performed
various plays underwater in a natural spring pond about 25feet deep. The theatre was actually under the water level and
cut into the side of the rocky spring. The audience watched
the plays through the glass. We did the Wizard of Oz, Alice in
Wonderland and bunch of others. It was a wonderful job.” She
soon expanded her résumé by working as a stuntwoman and
trainer of exotic wild animals such as lions, tigers, bears and
black leopards. She continued, “I did stunts with all kinds of exotics – trained them to do simulated attacks. You must learn to
be able to read their body language and especially their eyes.
If they become to excited or agitated, then you have to stop the
stunt. Obviously, it can be a very dangerous job. On one film
I was a stunt double for Pam Grier, and had to wear this huge
wig. The wig came off and the lioness knocked me over on my
stomach and bit my leg.”
Backlinie’s call to JAWS came in January of 1974. She explained, “I was up in Canada doing a tiger movie and I was
called up to interview with Bill Gilmore, who was the production executive for JAWS. I flew to Los Angeles and brought
my portfolio with me, which included one photo of me naked,
hoping the producers would not ask me to take my clothes off
14

And thus, Backlinie was cast in the pivotal role of Chrissie Watkins – the beautiful, yet mercurial skinny dipper with the enticing smile who ended up diving into the jaws of death to become
the very first shark attack victim in the film. Chrissie was the
central character of focus in the movie’s opening beach party
scene, which was shot on the evening of June 27, 1974. Jonathan Filly (Cassidy) explained, “We shot the majority of the
opening scene in late June. It involves a group of kids sitting
around a bonfire on the beach, drinking, smoking, and having
a good time. The shots of Susan [Backlinie] and me running off
together were done at dusk on the night we shot around the
bonfire. Susan being attacked was shot at Cow Bay a day or
two later.” 25 Michael Hayden elaborated on this scene, “I was
hired as the guitar player for the bonfire on the beach…Spielberg came over to look everything over. He had mostly been
walking around the dunes demarcating Chrissie’s path to the
water…Shooting that night went on until eleven o’clock: seven
hours and thirty-five takes – all for thirty seconds of celluloid.”
26
One of the more interesting props in this opening scene is
the old, rotting rickety fence that aligns across the ridge tops
of the dunes, whose path Chrissie and Cassidy follow along
their way to the water’s edge. This was the work of production
designer, Joe Alves. As recorded in the book, JAWS Memories
from Martha’s Vineyard, “Alves said he had personally planted the snow fences on the beach at Katama (South Beach).
He had done the job beautifully; they looked a hundred years
old, buried in the shifting dunes. He had approached the whole
project as a beach sculpture and had done all the work himself, in the way of an artist.” Alves likewise said, “When we put
the set together for the opening scene, we had to carry all the
pieces onto the beach by hand because we were told by local environmentalists not to disturb the beach grass or dunes.
Some locals with a dune buggy came along and tore the whole
beach up just after we had put everything together.” 27

The first attack scene began shooting on the early morning of
June 29, 1974 at Cow Bay. 28 Backlinie explained, “This scene
was filmed, ‘Day for Night’ – shot during the daylight hours
with a dark filter on the camera lens. When you’re watching
a movie, if the scene takes place at night and you can see
details in the background, then it was shot ‘day for night’. If
the background is completely dark, then it was shot at night.” A
shark aficionado since childhood, she knew plenty about these
aquatic predators and confessed, “I was really hoping that they
were not going to film my attack scene during the night. You
see, sharks roam around at night. They hunt at night. Feed
at night. It’s really not a good idea to be in the water at night.”

For her part, Backlinie confessed that Spielberg was, at first,
not thrilled about the producers casting her in this most crucial role. She explained, “Steven originally wanted to hire an
actress from New York. I was kind of forced upon him by the
producers, who told him that the role was just too dangerous
for an actress without stunt work experience. Steven didn’t
know that I could act, so he was rather quiet and distant at first.
But, after the first take he warmed up to me and we got along
just fine.”
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The key element which makes Chrissie’s attack so profoundly effective is the unsettling sense of the unseen and unknown. We see Chrissie being savagely attacked and we see
her suffer beyond description, but at no time do we see her
monstrous assailant. This is an undeniable testament to Steven
Spielberg’s genius as a filmmaker. His ability to manifest such
a scene, infused with such moving emotion and gut wrenching
anguish without ever revealing the actual perpetrating source,
is moviemaking magic at it’s finest. The fact that we could not
see the shark, and yet knew that Chrissie was being voraciously torn apart just under the surface, worked to fuel the flames
of fear and fascination that infiltrated our imaginations full force
and increased the intensity and savageness of the encounter
like none other. Backlinie revealed, “We usually started around
seven in the morning and shot for three hours. Since we were
shooting ‘day for night,’ Steven wanted the sunlight at a certain
angle and said we would ‘lose the light’ after ten[am]. The crew
was originally going to attach an electric wench to me to simulate the shark attack. However, I knew from past experience
that electric wenches were not safe, so I asked them to use
manpower instead. I wore shorts that had cables attached to
my hips that ran to pilings about 25-yards from shore, which
in turn ran back to the beach. It operated like a pulley system,
with the guys running back and forth on the beach, which jerked me this way and that in the water, as if I were in the jaws of
the shark. I also wore fins because Steven wanted me as high
as I could possibly get above the water, which proved difficult.
I had to flail my arms back and forth, throw my head back and

As to working with the young talented director, Backlinie
shared, “Steve was great! He was in the water with me the
whole time. Clear and consistent communication between director and actor is paramount. That’s what makes Steven so
wonderful. He knows exactly what he wants and talks it over
with his actors. Working with children, water and animals always poses the greatest challenge for any director. Steven is
a perfectionist. We did do a lot of takes because of the framing
of the shot. He told me exactly what he wanted to accomplish
- he wanted to scare the living daylights out of the audience.
He wanted them under their seats, scared-to-death with their
popcorn and bubblegum.”
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As to the nude scenes, Backlinie shared, “For the shots of me
above the surface, I wore a wetsuit on my legs and fins to push
myself up as high as I could in the water. For the scenes where
I was totally nude, they cleared the set save for those working specifically on that shot. They had a robe for me between
takes. Most of the nude shots of me they had darkened in post
production – they didn’t want to lose the PG rating.”
The underwater shots from the shark’s point of view (POV)
were not shot at Martha’s Vineyard since the water there was
simply too shallow and murky. So, Backlinie and a second unit
under the direction of Fred Zendar (1907-1990),29 traveled to
Catalina Island, just off the coast of southern California to accomplish this task. She explained, “The waters off Catalina are
much deeper, around 50-feet deep and crystal clear, so the
shark’s POV shots were done there. Freddy was the director
for these shots. It took about an half hour to get them and the
water was again, really cold.” It should be noted that there is
one particular underwater shot in this scene where Chrissie is
swimming across the surface of the waters with the camera
positioned directly beneath her, which is suspiciously identical
to a shot from the classic film, Creature from the Black Lagoon
(Universal, 1954). Because of this, there are some who accuse
Spielberg of swiping this shot. However, this obviously cannot
be the case since Spielberg was not even at Catalina to direct
this scene.

kick with all my strength to stay above the surface. This is what
made the attack look so violent. The water was about 8-feet
deep. The weather was quite warm, but the water was REALLY
COLD. We shot with one camera for ten days. The shots of
me being pulled back and forth took two days. That very first
tug was Steven yanking on my leg.” And what about that brief
ballet move she did by sticking her leg straight up in the air?
“That was an adlib on my part,” she said, and added, “Yes,
that’s a real buoy I was holding onto when I’m being pushed
through the water - the cables pulling me. I was kicking as hard
as I could to just stay afloat. I had a great time working in my
element.”
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Perhaps Spielberg summed it up best when he reminisced,
“When I first hear the word JAWS, you know I just think of a
period in my life when I was much younger than I am right now.
And, I think because I was younger, I was more courageous,
or, I was more stupid. I’m not sure which. So, when I think of
JAWS, I think about courage and stupidity. And, I think of both
those things existing underwater.” 30 An intriguing insight on
the famed director’s part. Perhaps a little bit of courage and a
little bit of stupidity is what it takes to create such a wonderful
movie masterpiece? And maybe, just a little “bigger boat” as
well? Just ask Police Chief Martin Brody, and he’ll tell you.
JAWS was such an astronomical success and so influential
upon our society as a whole, that Spielberg was prompted
to revisit this classic scene a few years later in his film, 1941
(Universal Pictures, 1979). However, this time Spielberg would
wonderfully spoof himself by having Backlinie emulate her
entire routine from JAWS. The actress and crew traveled to
the Oregon coast (just outside of Portland) to film the opening
scene in which she, once again, strips naked and runs into the
ocean. She shared, “They put up the little white fence because
that was so much a part of JAWS. And the water was FREEZING – under 50. I swear! – when I hit that water, I came running
back to the beach.” 31 She fondly added, “I wish I still had that
comfy white Polar Bear robe I wore.” However, in a hilarious
comedic twist, instead of encountering a deadly man-eating
shark, she winds up grasping hold of the periscope of an surfacing World War II Japanese submarine. For these shots in
the water, Backlinie concluded, “A lot of money was spent. It
was all done at a tank at MGM. It was cold and miserable…
Like anything else, it was technical – how do you get the periscope to stop in exactly the right place. And that periscope was
not real comfortable to sit on.” 32 Nonetheless, at least one of
the Axis sub-mariner crew was very appreciative of her efforts,
for when he opens the hatch and tilts his head heavenward,
he discovers the beautiful Backlinie butt-naked, hanging onto
the periscope for dear life. With enraptured astonishment,
he cries, “HOLLYWOOD!” Yes, indeed. Where else?
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“Y’all know me. Know how I earn a livin’. I’ll catch this bird for you, but it
ain’t gonna be easy. Bad fish! Not like going down to the pond and chasing
bluegills and tommycods. This shark, swallow ya whole. Little shakin’, little
tenderizin’, down you go. And we gotta do it quick, that’ll bring back the
tourists, that’ll put all your businesses on a payin’ basis. But it’s not gonna
be pleasant! I value my neck a lot more than three thousand bucks, chief.
I’ll find him for three, but I’ll catch him, and kill him, for ten. But you’ve gotta
make up your minds. If you want to stay alive, then ante up. If you want to
play it cheap, be on welfare the whole winter. I don’t want no volunteers.
I don’t want no mates. There’s too many captains on this island.
Ten thousand dollars for me by myself. For that you get the head...
the tail...the whole damn thing.”

#32 Ibid.

Brody: This is a Great White, Larry, a BIG ONE! And any shark expert in
the world’ll tell ya it’s a killer. It’s a MAN-EATER!
Hooper: Look, the situation is that apparently a Great White Shark has
staked a claim in the waters off Amity Island, and he’s going to continue
to feed here as long as there is food in the water.
Vaughn: I don’t think either one of you are familiar with our problems.
Hooper: I think that I am familiar with the fact that you are going to ignore
this particular problem until it swims up and bites you on the ASS!
There are two ways to deal with this problem: you’re either going
to kill this animal or you’re gonna cut off its food supply.
Brody: Larry, we have to close the beaches!
Vaughn: Look at that. Sick vandalism! This is a deliberate mutilation of a
public service message. Now I want those little paint-happy bastards
caught and hung up by their Buster Browns!
Hooper: I’m not gonna waste my time arguing with a man who’s lining up
to be a hot lunch. Mr. Vaughn, what we are dealing with here is a perfect engine - uh, an eating machine. It’s really a miracle of evolution. All
this machine does is swim and eat and make little sharks, and that’s all!
Now why don’t you take a long, close look at this sign.
Those proportions are correct.
Vaughn: Love to prove that, wouldn’t ya?
Get your name into the National Geographic.

Robert Shaw as Quint
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